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Appendix 1 
Moments of the located trait distribution 
With a uniform distribution of species trait values in the species pool ranging between a and b, and 

a local Gaussian environmental filter with parameters topt and σopt, the local trait distribution should 

follow a truncated Gaussian distribution, such as: 

𝐸𝑞𝑛	1	 → 	𝐶𝑊𝑀 = 𝑡,-. +
𝜑(𝛼) − 𝜑(𝛽)

𝑍 𝜎,-. 

𝐸𝑞𝑛	2	 → 𝐶𝑊𝑉 =	𝜎,-.² ;1 +
𝛼𝜑(𝛼) − 𝛽𝜑(𝛽)

𝑍 − (
𝜑(𝛼) − 𝜑(𝛽)

𝑍 )²< 

𝐸𝑞𝑛	3	 → 𝐶𝑊𝑆 =	 𝑡,-.? + 3𝑡,-.𝜎,-.@ − 𝜎
A𝑡,-.@ + 2𝜎,-.@ + 𝑏𝑡,-. + 𝑏@C𝜑(𝛽) − A𝑡,-.@ + 2𝜎,-.@ + 𝑎𝑡,-. + 𝑎@C𝜑(𝛼)

𝑍  

𝐸𝑞𝑛	4	 → 𝐶𝑊𝐾

=	 𝑡,-.G + 6𝑡,-.@𝜎,-.@ + 3𝜎G

− 𝜎
A𝑡,-.? + 𝜎,-.@A3𝑏 + 5𝑡,-.C + 𝑏𝑡,-.@ + 𝑏@𝑡,-. + 𝑏?C𝜑(𝛽) − A𝑡,-.? + 𝜎,-.@A3𝑎 + 5𝑡,-.C + 𝑎𝑡,-.@ + 𝑎@𝑡,-. + 𝑎?C𝜑(𝛼)

𝑍  

 

𝐸𝑞𝑛	5	 → 𝑚K = 	 (𝑘 − 1)𝜎,-.@𝑚KM@ + 𝜇𝑚KMO − 𝜎,-.
𝑏KMO𝜑 P

𝑏 − 𝑡,-.
𝜎,-.

Q − 𝑎KMO𝜑P
𝑎 − 𝑡,-.
𝜎,-.

Q

𝜙 P
𝑏 − 𝑡,-.
𝜎,-.

Q − 𝜙 P
𝑎 − 𝑡,-.
𝜎,-.

Q
, 𝑘 = 1,2… 

Where 𝛼 = UM.VWX
YVWX

, 𝛽 = ZM.VWX
YVWX

, 𝑍 = 𝜙(𝛽) − 𝜙(𝛼), φ is the probability density function of the 

standard normal distribution and ϕ is its cumulative density function (Barr and Sherrill, 1999), mk is 

the kth moment of the truncated normal distribution (based on m-1 = 0 and m0 = 1), a and b are the 

trait range limits (with a < b), topt the mean and σopt the standard deviation of the Gaussian filtering 

function, 𝛼 = UM.VWX
YVWX

, 𝛽 = ZM.VWX
YVWX

, 𝑍 = 𝜙(𝛽) − 𝜙(𝛼), φ is the probability density function of the 

standard normal distribution and ϕ is its cumulative density function (Barr and Sherrill 1999). 
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Appendix 2 
R code to simulate and analyze communities 
This example is divided into two parts. The first part simulates communities using the R package 

ecolottery (Munoz et al. 2018), <https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ecolottery/index.html>). In 

the example of the paper, the parameters used to build communities are the following: species pool 

with 100 000 individuals belonging to 100 species with equal abundances (i.e. 1000 individuals 

each), and species trait values drawn from a uniform distribution between a=0 and b=1. Each 

community includes 500 individuals and the immigrants establishing in communities are drawn 

from the species pool. Stabilizing environmental filtering determines establishment probability of 

immigrants depending on the departure of their trait value t from a local optimum topt. We thus 

choose a Gaussian filtering function of mean topt, which varies among communities, and standard 

deviation σopt equal to 0.25. The data frame of simulated communities is called sim. The 

community-weighted mean (CWM) and variance (CWV) are calculated for each community, as 

well as functional dispersion (Laliberté and Legendre 2010) and Rao’s entropy (Botta-Dukát 2005). 

The second section estimates the two parameters topt and σopt in each community, by comparing 

observed summary statistics of the community to summary statistics simulated over a broad range 

of topt and σopt values, with approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) analysis (coalesc_abc 

function, Munoz et al. 2018).  

Finally, the third just presents the code to generate the plot equivalent to the Fig. 2 of the article.
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rm(list = ls()) 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# PART I/ Generate simulations: uniform species abundances and trait values in 

# regional pool, trait values bounded between 0 and 1 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Installing package from CRAN and loading 

install.packages("ecolottery") 

library(ecolottery) 

J <- 500  

m <- 1 

sim <- c() 

# Trait range 

a <- 0 

b <- 1 

# Generate a regional pool/metacommunity with equal species abundances and 

# uniform trait distribution 

# 100000 individuals, 100 species, trait values bounded between 0 and 1 

pool <- cbind(1:100000, rep(sample(1:100), 1000), rep(NA, 100000)) 

colnames(pool) <- c("ind", "sp", "tra") 

t.sp <- runif(1000, min = a, max = b) 

pool[, "tra"] <- t.sp[pool[, "sp"]] 

# Intraspecific variability 

pool[, "tra"] <- rnorm(pool[, "tra"], pool[, "tra"], 0.001) 

pool[, "tra"] <- ifelse(pool[, "tra"] > 1, 0.99, pool[, "tra"]) 

pool[, "tra"] <- ifelse(pool[, "tra"] < 0, 0.01, pool[, "tra"]) 

# Generate communities with habitat filtering, in 100 communities with 

# distinct topt 

# sigmaopt is fixed at 0.25 

topt <- seq(from = a, to = b, by = (b-a) / 99) 

sigmaopt <- 0.25 

for(j in 1:length(topt)) { 
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  comm <- coalesc(J, m, pool=pool, traits=NULL, 

                  filt = function(x) exp(-(x-topt[j])^2/(2*sigmaopt^2))) 

  sim <- rbind(sim, cbind(rep(j, nrow(comm$com)), 

                                        rep(topt[j], nrow(comm$com)), comm$com)) 

} 

# Column names of the metacommunity dataset 

colnames(sim) <- c("com", "topt", "ind", "sp", "tra") 

# Conversion to data.frame 

sim <- as.data.frame(sim) 

# Table of species abundances per community 

temp <- as.data.frame(table(sim$sp, sim$com)) 

colnames(temp) <- c("sp", "com", "ab") 

# Relative abundances 

temp$abrel <- temp$ab / J 

# Merging abundances with simulation 

library(dplyr) 

sim$sp_com <- paste(sim$sp, sim$com, sep="_") 

temp$sp_com <- paste(temp$sp, temp$com, sep="_") 

sim <- inner_join(sim, temp[, c("sp_com", "ab", "abrel")], 

                         by="sp_com") 

# Computing CWM => not weighted by abundances because of intraspecific variability 

cwm <- tapply(sim$tra, sim$com, mean) 

cwm <- data.frame("com" = names(cwm), "cwm" = as.numeric(cwm)) 

sim$com <- as.character(sim$com) 

sim <- inner_join(sim, cwm, by = "com") 

 

# Computing CWV => not weighted by abundances because of intraspecific variability 

cwv <- tapply(sim$tra, sim$com, var) 

cwv <- data.frame("com" = names(cwv), "cwv" = as.numeric(cwv)) 

sim <- inner_join(sim, cwv, by = "com") 
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# Computing Fdis and Rao 

library(FD) 

FD_com <- c() 

for(i in 1:length(unique(sim$com))){ 

  com <- sim[which(sim$com == unique(sim$com)[i]), c("ind", "tra", "abrel")] 

  com <- com[!duplicated(com), ] 

  tra_ind <- com[, c("ind", "tra")] 

  rownames(tra_ind) <- tra_ind$ind 

  tra_ind <- tra_ind[, "tra", drop = FALSE] 

  ab_ind <- rep(1, nrow(com)) 

  names(ab_ind) <- com$ind 

  tmp <- dbFD(tra_ind, a = ab_ind, w.abun = FALSE) 

  FD_com <- rbind(FD_com, c(unique(sim$com)[i], as.numeric(tmp$FDis),               

as.numeric(tmp$RaoQ))) 

} 

FD_com <- data.frame(FD_com) 

colnames(FD_com) <- c("com", "fdis", "rao") 

sim <- inner_join(sim, FD_com, by = "com") 

sim$fdis <- as.numeric(as.character(sim$fdis)) 

sim$rao <- as.numeric(as.character(sim$rao)) 

# Plot showing correlations between CWV and functional diversity metrics 

library(GGally) 

ggpairs(sim[!duplicated(sim$com), c("cwv", "fdis", "rao")]) + 

  theme_classic() 

#----------------------------------------- 

# PART II/ ABC-based parameter estimation  

#----------------------------------------- 

require(vegan) 

# Function to compute 6 summary statistics: the four first orders of community 

# weighted moments (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) and two taxonomic 

# statistics (specific richness and Shannon diversity index) 

f.sumstats <- function(com){ 
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  array(dimnames = list(c("cwm", "cwv", "cws", "cwk", "S", "Es")), 

        c(mean(com[, 3]), var(com[, 3]), e1071::skewness(com[, 3]), 

          e1071::kurtosis(com[, 3]), vegan::specnumber(table(com[, 2])), 

          vegan::diversity(table(com[, 2])))) 

} 

 

# Observed summary statistics 

ss.obs <- c() 

for(i in 1:length(unique(sim$com))) { 

  comm <- sim[which(sim$com == unique(sim$com)[i]), c("ind", "sp", "tra")] 

  ss.obs[[i]] <- f.sumstats(comm) 

} 

comm.sd <- unlist(lapply(ss.obs, function(x) sqrt(x["cwv"]))) 

comm.cwm <- unlist(lapply(ss.obs, function(x) x["cwm"])) 

# Possibility to reconstruct the pool of species from communities composition 

# true_pool <- pool 

# pool <- sim[, c("ind", "sp", "tra")] 

 

# Filtering function 

filt_gaussian <- function(t, params) exp(-(t-params[1])^2/(2*params[2]^2)) 

# Parameters values 

params <- data.frame(rbind(c(min(pool[, "tra"]), max(pool[, "tra"])), 

                           c(min(comm.sd), sd(pool[, "tra"]))))  

row.names(params) <- c("topt", "sigmaopt") 

# Number of values to sample in prior distributions 

nb.samp <- 10^6 

# ABC estimation of the parameters based on summary statistics of the observed 

# community 

# The function makes vary the migration rate, m, and the parameters of 

# environmental filtering defined in params 

res <- c() 
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for(i in 1:length(unique(sim$com))) { 

  comm <- sim[which(sim$com == unique(sim$com)[i]), c("ind", "sp", "tra")] 

  res[[i]] <- coalesc_abc(comm, pool, f.sumstats = f.sumstats, 

                          filt.abc = filt_gaussian,  

                          params=params, nb.samp = 1000, parallel = TRUE, 

                          tol = 1, pkg = c("e1071","vegan"), 

                          method = "neuralnet") 

} 

# Mean estimated values of the parameters  

topt.abc <- unlist(lapply(res, function(x) weighted.mean(x$abc$adj.value[, "topt"], w = 

x$abc$weights))) 

sigmaopt.abc <- unlist(lapply(res, function(x) weighted.mean(x$abc$adj.value[, 

"sigmaopt"], w = x$abc$weights))) 

m.abc <- unlist(lapply(res, function(x) weighted.mean(x$abc$adj.value[, "m"], w = 

x$abc$weights))) 

# Adding topt and sigmaopt to original dataset 

library(dplyr) 

topt_sim <- data.frame("com" = unique(sim$com), "topt_abc" = topt.abc) 

sim <- inner_join(sim, topt_sim, by = "com") 

sigmaopt_sim <- data.frame("com" = unique(sim$com), "sigmaopt_abc" = sigmaopt.abc) 

sim <- inner_join(sim, sigmaopt_sim, by = "com")  

m_sim <- data.frame("com" = unique(sim$com), "m_abc" = m.abc) 

sim <- inner_join(sim, m_sim, by = "com") 

 

##---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# PART III/ Plots 

##---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

simplot <- sim[!duplicated(sim$com), ] 

# Slope tests 

mobs <- lm(cwm ~ topt, data = simplot) 

mabc <- lm(topt_abc ~ topt, data = simplot) 
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# Quadratic regression for CWV 

mvobs <- lm(cwv ~ topt + I(topt^2), data = simplot) 

mvabc <- lm(sigmaopt_abc ~ topt + I(topt^2), data = simplot) 

obs_slope <- paste0("Slope coefficient = ",round(summary(mobs)$coefficients[2, 1], 2), " 

[", round(confint(mobs)[2, 1], 2), ", ",round(confint(mobs)[2, 2], 2), "]") 

abc_slope <- paste0("Slope coefficient = ",round(summary(mabc)$coefficients[2, 1], 2), " 

[", round(confint(mabc)[2, 1], 2), ", ",round(confint(mabc)[2, 2], 2), "]") 

# Four panels 

par(mfrow = c(2, 2), mai = c(1, 0.9, 0.1, 0.3))  

y_lim <- c(round((min(simplot$cwm, simplot$topt_abc)*2/2), 2), 

           round((max(simplot$cwm, simplot$topt_abc)*2/2), 2)) 

# CWM ~ topt 

plot(simplot$topt, simplot$cwm, xlab = "", ylab = "", xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", 

     xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(y_lim[1], y_lim[2]), 

     col = "firebrick3", pch = 16, cex = 1.5) 

axis(1, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext(expression("t"["opt"]), side = 1, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 

axis(2, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext("CWM", side = 2, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 

abline(0, 1, lwd = 1) 

legend(x = -0.1, y = 11/10 * y_lim[2], 

       bty = "n", legend = "a", cex = 2, col = "black") 

legend(-0.2, 10/10 * y_lim[2], obs_slope, bty = "n", cex = 2) 

 

# topt_ABC ~ topt 

plot(simplot$topt, simplot$topt_abc, xlab = "", ylab = "", xaxt = "n", 

     yaxt = "n", xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(y_lim[1], y_lim[2]), 

     col = "dodgerblue", pch = 16, cex = 1.5) 

axis(1, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext(expression("t"["opt"]), side = 1, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 

axis(2, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext(expression(hat("t")["opt"]), side = 2, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 
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abline(0, 1, lwd = 1) 

legend(x = -0.1, y = 11/10 * y_lim[2], 

       bty = "n", legend = "b", cex = 2, col = "black") 

legend(-0.2, 10/10 * y_lim[2], abc_slope, bty = "n", cex = 2) 

 

# CWV ~ topt 

y_lim <- c(round((min(simplot$cwv, simplot$sigmaopt_abc^2) * 9/10), 2), 

           round((max(simplot$cwv, simplot$sigmaopt_abc^2) * 11/10), 2)) 

 

cwv_diff <- mean(abs(simplot$cwv - 0.25^2)) 

cwv_diff <- scales::scientific_format()(cwv_diff) 

plot(simplot$topt, simplot$cwv, xlab = "", ylab = "", xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", 

     xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(y_lim[1], y_lim[2]), 

     col = "firebrick3", pch = 16, cex = 1.5) 

legend(x = -0.1, y = y_lim[2] * 11/10, bty = "n", legend = "c", cex = 2, col = "black") 

axis(1, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext(expression("t"["opt"]), side = 1, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 

axis(2, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext("CWV", side = 2, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 

abline(0.25^2, 0, cex = 2) 

 

# sigmaopt_ABC^2 ~ topt 

sigmaopt_abc_diff <- mean(abs(simplot$sigmaopt_abc^2 - 0.25^2)) 

sigmaopt_abc_diff <- scales::scientific_format()(sigmaopt_abc_diff) 

plot(simplot$topt, simplot$sigmaopt_abc^2, xlab = "", ylab = "", xaxt = "n", 

     yaxt = "n", xlim = c(0, 1), ylim = c(y_lim[1], y_lim[2]), 

     col = "dodgerblue", pch = 16, cex = 1.5) 

legend(x = -0.1, y = y_lim[2] * 11/10, 

       bty = "n", legend = "d", cex = 2, col = "black") 

axis(1, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext(expression("t"["opt"]), side = 1, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 
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axis(2, cex.axis = 1.4) 

mtext(expression(hat(sigma)["opt"]^"2"), side = 2, line = 2.2, cex = 2) 

abline(0.25^2, 0, cex = 2)  
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Appendix 3 
Variation of CWV values with CWM (top, red color), and of 𝜎[,-.

@ with topt and (bottom, blue 

color), for two sets of simulated communities with constant (left, σopt = 0.25) or varying (σopt from 

0.25 to 0.05, peaking at topt = 0.5) intensity of environmental filtering. 
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Appendix 4 
Analysis of simulated communities with constant and strong environmental filtering (σopt = 0.05), low 

intraspecific variability (σ = 0.001 for each species trait value) and uniform distribution of species pool 

abundances. 

The left red curves show the variation of CWM (top) and CWV (bottom) according to topt. The right blue 

curves show the estimated �̂�,-.  (top) and 𝜎[,-.
@ (bottom) values according to topt. The black solid line 

represents equality of CWM and CWV to the parameters of environmental filtering (topt and σopt, 

respectively). Slope coefficients and the associated confidence intervals of the linear regression equations 

between CWM / �̂�,-.and topt are displayed in panel (a) and (b). The mean of the difference between σopt
2 and 

CWV (c) is comparable to the difference between σopt
2 and 𝜎[,-.

@ (d) (respectively 6.02e-2 and 6e-2). 
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Appendix 5 
Community-weighted skewness (CWS) and kurtosis (CWK) of simulated 

communities  
CWS is calculated for community j as 

𝐸𝑞𝑛. 5	 →	𝐶𝑊𝑆 =
∑ 𝑝a^(𝑡a^ − 𝐶𝑊𝑀 )?b
acO

𝐶𝑊�̂�?/@
 

and CWK is calculated for community j as 

𝐸𝑞𝑛. 6	 → 	𝐶𝑊𝐾 =
∑ 𝑝a^(𝑡a^ − 𝐶𝑊𝑀 )Gb
acO

𝐶𝑊𝑉@ − 3 

Where S is the number of species in community j, pij is the relative abundance of species i in community j, tij 

is the average trait value of species i in community j.  

Panel (a) displays the variation of CWS and panel (b) of CWK in simulated communities according to topt, 

with uniform species pool abundances and constant environmental filtering (σopt = 0.25; same dataset as in 

Fig. 2). 
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Appendix 6 
Variation of CWM and CWV according to topt, with constant environmental filtering intensity (σopt = 0.25), 

large intraspecific variability (σ = 0.1 for each species trait value) and a uniform distribution of species pool 

abundances. 

The left part (red curves) shows the variation of CWM (top) and CWV (bottom) according to topt. The right 

part (blue curves) shows the estimated �̂�,-.  (top) and 𝜎[,-.
@ (bottom) values. The black solid line represents 

equality of CWM and CWV to the parameters of environmental filtering (topt and σopt, respectively). Slope 

coefficients and the associated confidence intervals of the linear regression equations between CWM / 

�̂�,-.and topt are displayed in panel (a) and (b). The mean of the difference between σopt
2 and CWV (c) is twice 

higher than the difference between σopt
2 and 𝜎[,-.

@ (d) (respectively 2.3e-2 and 4.78e-3). 
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Appendix 7 

Variation of CWM and CWV according to topt, with constant environmental filtering intensity (σopt = 0.25) 

and a log-series (biodiversity parameter θ = 50) distribution of species pool abundances. 

The left red curves show the variation of CWM (top) and CWV (bottom) according to topt. The right blue 

curves show the estimated �̂�,-.  (top) and 𝜎[,-.
@ (bottom) values. The black solid line represents equality of 

CWM and CWV to the parameters of environmental filtering (topt and σopt
2

, respectively). Slope coefficients 

and the associated confidence intervals of the linear regression equations between CWM / �̂�,-.and topt are 

displayed in panel (a) and (b). The mean of the difference between σopt
2 and CWV (c) is twice higher than the 

difference between σopt
2 and 𝜎[,-.

@ (d) (respectively 2.18e-2 and 4.79e-3). 
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Appendix 8 
Influence of environmental filtering intensity and trait range extent on the departure of CWM from 

topt.  

The global deviation of CWM from topt over the trait range (average distance between CWM and 1:1 line), 

summarizes the influence of the trait range limits on CWM over the whole environmental gradient. Blue, 

resp. black, points represent simulations with a trait range on [0; 1], resp. [0; 2], and varying filtering 

intensity (σopt, on abscissa). 
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Appendix 9 
Observed weighted skewness in communities (CWS) for the aravo dataset 
Panels a and b display the result for the alpine plant communities for Nmass (panel a) and SLA (panel b). 
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Appendix 10 
Variation of functional dispersion, Rao’s quadratic entropy and 𝜎[,-. according to topt, with constant 

environmental filtering intensity (σopt = 0.25) and auniform distribution of species pool abundances. 

The first two red curves show the variation of functional dispersion (first panel) and Rao’s quadratic entropy 

(second panel) according to topt. The third right blue curve shows the estimated 𝜎[,-. values. The black solid 

line represents equality of CWV to the parameter of environmental filtering σopt,. The fraction of variance 

explained by quadratic regression between the three metrics and σopt (R²) are displayed. 
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Appendix 11 
Variation in CWM and CWV values (left, red color), and of estimated �̂�,-.  and 𝜎[,-.

@ (right, blue 

color), for simulated communities along topt gradient with the observed species pool. 
Communities were simulated with constant environmental filtering (σopt = 0.25), uniform distribution of trait 

values and uniform abundances in the species pool. Top figures (a) and (b) represent CWM and �̂�,-. , and 

figures (c) and (d) represent CWV and 𝜎[,-.
@. The �̂�,-.  and 𝜎[,-.

@ values were obtained with the ABC 

approach and correctly estimated the topt and σopt
2 values (b and d). The species pool used for ABC estimation 

of the parameters corresponds to the actual sum of observed communities. Conversely, CWM departed from 

topt and CWV was below σopt
2 when the influence of the trait range limits increased at the extremes. The black 

solid line represents equality of CWM and CWV to the parameters of environmental filtering (topt and σopt
2, 

respectively). Slope coefficients and the associated confidence intervals of the linear regression equations 

between CWM / �̂�,-.and topt are displayed in panel (a) and (b). The mean of the difference between σopt
2 and 

CWV (c) is twice higher than the difference between σopt
2 and 𝜎[,-.

@ (d) (respectively 2.23e-2 and 8.91e-3). 

 


